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2591 Sad (2) 

when you get to the police station, we’ll help you inform your husband. 

“Wait for inspector Wang.” Nangong Nuannuan, the victim who had been arrested by the police, 

stopped the police. 

“Miss Nangong, is there anything else?” 

“Since she wants to inform her husband, then let her do so. Since she’s my husband’s aunt, I’ll open the 

last door for her. ” 

Zhou ruxue didn’t expect Nangong Nuannuan to be the one to open the door for her in the end. She 

couldn’t believe it. 

But at this time, she couldn’t care so much. She shook off the police’s hand, took out her phone, and 

quickly called PEI Jitong with trembling hands. 

“xue, how are you today? Has Chi Yang woken up?” When PEI Jitong received Zhou ruxue’s call, he 

immediately asked about Chi Yang’s situation. 

“Ji Tong, save me! come and save me! The police want to arrest me!” 

On the other end of the phone, PEI Jitong frowned. His good mood instantly disappeared after hearing 

Zhou ruxue’s cry for help. 

Although Zhou ruxue had been driven out of the PEI family, PEI Jitong had always played the role of a 

good husband, so he still insisted on taking out at least an hour every night to comfort Zhou ruxue. 

She knew that Zhou ruxue was a woman who needed comfort and a lesson, but she couldn’t force her. 

If she was forced into a corner, she would give up and the PEI family’s years of business would be in 

vain. 

After listening to Zhou ruxue’s words these few days, PEI Jitong felt that she seemed to have become 

more remarkable after being forced. The PEI family had a certain understanding of Chi Yang and old 

master Chi. He knew that this family was soft-hearted and that as long as they persevered, their efforts 

would not be in vain. 

However, when he heard Zhou ruxue’s complaint, PEI Jitong suddenly had a bad feeling. His voice 

suddenly turned eight degrees colder. 

“What happened? Didn’t you boil some chicken soup to go see Chi Yang today? did you see him? Why 

would the police want to arrest you?” 

“Ji Tong, come here quickly! They want me to go to jail! Quickly come over and help me! Ah, you must 

bring the best team of lawyers in the PEI family! Come here quickly, I’ll wait for you!” 
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“What happened?” PEI Jitong’s voice at the moment was already impatient, but it could be heard that 

he was still trying to restrain himself. 

“Quickly come over! Come over here and I’ll explain it to you slowly! Come over here!” Because of her 

fear and the endless grievances she had suffered, Zhou ruxue was starting to become hysterical. 

All these years, the Chi family had protected her, and PEI Jitong had also protected her in order to use 

her. Zhou ruxue was protected like a silly girl. 

She completely didn’t understand that PEI Jitong was not only useless to her now, but he was also only 

adding insult to injury. 

After PEI Jitong took a deep breath, he calmed his voice and said, ” “Xue, the PEI family’s legal team has 

more than 300 people in total. Even the top lawyers have eight people. However, these eight people 

were specialized in different industries. so, you have to tell me what you did wrong so that i can get you 

a lawyer, right?” 

At this moment, PEI Jitong was praying in his heart that Zhou ruxue’s arrest had nothing to do with Chi 

Yang! Please don’t have anything to do with Chi Yang! Please don’t have anything to do with the red 

sun! 

Originally, this was a very easy thing to do. PEI Jitong felt that if he were Zhou ruxue, Chi Yang would 

have forgiven him long ago. 
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2592 Did you make a mistake? 

Ah, no, if he was Zhou ruxue, the mother-and-son relationship between him and Chi Yang definitely 

wouldn’t have ended up in such a passive situation. 

However, PEI Jitong also had a certain understanding of Zhou ruxue. 

Even though this was an easy task, he still reminded her repeatedly every day. He was afraid that Zhou 

ruxue’s character would be bad. 

now that something had happened to zhou ruxue, his first feeling was that she was probably going to 

die! 

It was just that PEI Jitong didn’t expect that the PEI family wasn’t going to be ruined this time, but 

because of Zhou ruxue, this woman who tricked people to death. 

“Wuwuwuwu, Ji Tong, they said that I put a large curse in chiyang’s chicken soup. They said that I 

wanted to harm chiyang and the most important general of Kamino, so they wanted to arrest me. Please 

come and save me! Wuwuwuwu Qianqian you know, how could I possibly harm Chi Yang?” 

“What did you say?” PEI Jitong felt that the way he answered the phone must be wrong, so he didn’t 

understand. 
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“They said that you put a big Gu in chiyang’s soup? How is this possible?” For the first time in his life, PEI 

Jitong felt that Zhou ruxue was wronged! 

“Put the phone on speaker, I’ll talk to the police.” After he finished, he added,”where is Chi Yang?” 

Where is Chi Yang? is he awake? Where is Nuannuan? Nuan Nuan also said that you put cream in the 

soup?” 

Inspector Wang couldn’t stand it anymore and said, ” “You’re Zhou ruxue’s husband? I’m Wang Yuanxi, 

the Shengzhou police inspector. On the first day, your wife was found to have joined da Qian in the soup 

she sent to the Chi Commander-in-Chief. It was the Chi Commander-in-Chief’s wife, miss Nangong, who 

reported the case. Thus, when Zhou ruxue came to deliver the chicken soup the next day, we monitored 

the entire process and confirmed that she had indeed added a large amount of alcohol into the thermos. 

If we arrest her now, even if you hire the best lawyer for her, the crime of poisoning an important 

general of Kamino will not be light. Of course, you still have the right to support your wife as her 

husband. but if you want to come, please come directly to the shengzhou police station.” 

PEI Jitong was simply dumbfounded. 

“Wait, inspector Wanwan, are you mistaken? my wife is chi yang’s mother, and she’s been worried 

about chi yang’s injury. she’s been so worried that she can’t sleep for the past few days. she gets up 

before dawn to boil soup for her son to drink when he wakes up. How could she harm her own son? 

Inspector, is there a mistake in between? Where’s Nuan Nuan? It’s miss Nangong. Is she there? if it’s 

convenient for you, can you pass the phone to miss nangong?” 

Inspector Wang glanced at Nangong Nuannuan, but she shook her head and did not seem to have any 

intention of talking to PEI Jitong. 

Police inspector Wang didn’t know what the other party did, but he guessed that since Zhou ruxue had a 

close relationship with the Chi family, the chairman of the PEI family group must be someone important. 

When Immortals were fighting, it was best for mortals like them to not reveal too much of their 

emotions. the case was reported by miss Nangong. Now the Chi and Nangong families are in a state of 

anger, and they don’t want to answer your call. 

Hearing that the Chi family and the Nangong family were both furious, PEI Jitong’s brain quickly became 

filled with blood. He lost his balance, staggered a few times, and directly sat on the chair. 

“Chairman Qian Qian” 

The Board of Directors saw this and surrounded him. 

In fact, they just wanted to get closer to hear what had happened. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 
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2593 Why are you so bad? 

Was the PEI family corporation really going to collapse? 

After all, PEI Jitong’s words more or less conveyed some content. 
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PEI Jitong resisted the dizziness in his head and said, ” “Then, Yingluo, please tell the Chi family and the 

Nangong family, especially Nuan Nuan, that I’ll come over immediately. I believe there must be some 

misunderstanding. my wife is chi yang’s biological mother. do you think a mother would do such a thing 

to her seriously injured son?” 

Speaking of this, PEI Jitong was also quite angry. 

He had to personally find the person who had harmed his family. 

Because the phone was on speaker, Zhou ruxue could hear it. At this moment, her rationality returned, 

but after that, she was completely unwell. 

Only then did she come back to her senses. What on earth had she done? 

Why did she have to be so stupid as to drug the soup? 

She thought that she would not be found out if she drugged him, so she had never thought about where 

she would go if she was found out. 

PEI Jitong was stunned. 

Zhou ruxue fearfully looked at the phone in inspector Wang’s hand, waiting for the verdict. 

“Mr. PEI, you might not know this, but your wife Zhou ruxue isn’t Commander-in-Chief Chi’s mother,” 

said inspector Wang. She’s Yingluo.” 

“What did you just say?” 

Before Lieutenant Wang could finish his words, PEI Jitong’s angry roar came from the other end of the 

phone. 

“How is that possible? How could she not be Chi Yang’s mother? If she wasn’t Chi Yang’s mother, then 

who was she? What right did she have to marry Chi Yang’s father back then? What right did she have to 

become the Chi family’s daughter-in-law? Pass the phone to Nuannuan, I want to ask her about the 

situation.” 

“Mr. PEI, I’ve already said that miss Nangong is not willing to answer your call. In reality, it was because 

Zhou ruxue had poisoned Commander-in-Chief Chi. Miss Nangong felt that if it was her biological 

mother, she wouldn’t have done such a thing, so she immediately had someone take Zhou ruxue’s hair 

to do a DNA test with Commander-in-Chief Chi. The results of the test showed that she was Chi Yang’s 

aunt, not his mother. Also, in the past two days, we’ve confirmed evidence of Zhou ruxue’s illegal 

purchase of large daggers and the fact that she added large daggers to the soup. We’re 100% sure that 

there weren’t any misunderstandings. So, Mr. PEI, if you come over, please bring your lawyer to the 

Shengzhou police station to meet him.” 

“Wait!” PEI Jitong stopped Lieutenant Wang and asked, ” “Are you sure what you just said is true? Is 

Zhou ruxue really not Chi Yang’s biological mother?” 

Nangong Nuannuan, who had been unwilling to talk to PEI Jitong, said, ” Chairman PEI, not only is Zhou 

ruxue not my brother chiyang’s biological mother, but she’s also the main culprit who separated brother 

chiyang’s family for 26 years. What do you think about this? ” 



zhou ruxue’s eyes were as big as copper bells. she looked at nangong nuannuan in horror as she spoke 

to pei jitong like that. wasn’t she digging her own grave? 

“Yingluo, why are you so bad? How can you say that about me in front of Ji Tong?” Zhou ruxue’s voice 

was trembling. 

Nangong Nuannuan smiled and replied,”really?” I always thought I was a bad person, but after seeing 

how bad you are, I suddenly realized that I’m actually an Angel.” 

Nangong Nuannuan’s words almost made inspector Wang laugh. 

As for Zhou ruxue, she was so angry that she couldn’t breathe properly. 

“Warm, warm, warm.” PEI Jitong’s voice came from the other end of the phone. 

Chairman PEI, I’m afraid our relationship isn’t close enough for you to call me that affectionately, right? 

” 
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2594 i don’t want to be caught (1) 

PEI Jitong and the management were already sweating. PEI Jitong reached out to wipe his forehead and 

said,”I’m sorry, Chairman Nangong. I apologize to you. I really didn’t know that Zhou ruxue was so 

vicious. Our PEI family is doing this out of good intentions. We thought that Chi Yang is currently in 

Sheng province, and that there are constant aftershocks there, so we agreed to let Zhou ruxue make 

some soup for him to help him recover. We really didn’t think that this vicious woman would actually 

poison Chi Yang. Don’t worry, our PEI family will never acknowledge such a person. I’ll file a divorce 

lawsuit against Zhou ruxue right now, and you can do whatever you want with her from now on!” 

pei jitong’s voice sounded powerful and resonated with nangong nuannuan, but nangong nuannuan 

sneered. ” “Chairman PEI, if nothing happened, we’re family. If something happened, you have to draw 

a clear line. Do you have some misunderstanding about disheng? Today, I, Nangong Nuannuan, will say 

this. From today onwards, disheng will join forces with Shengyang and Hawkeye to attack the PEI family 

corporation. You guys, get ready!” 

After saying that, he hung up the call and smiled at Zhou ruxue. He reached out and lifted her chin, 

making her look at him. 

Zhou ruxue wanted to resist, but she realized that Nangong Nuannuan’s strength wasn’t ordinary. She 

could only endure the pain and raise her head. Her eyes met Nangong Nuannuan’s usually cold and 

flirtatious eyes, which were now emitting a bone-chilling cold light, and she couldn’t help but shiver. 

“Zhou ruxue, brother chiyang is the most important person to me in this world. If you dare to lay a hand 

on him, then you’ll have a good taste of the consequences of provoking me!” 

Then, he let go of Zhou ruxue and said to inspector Wang, ” take her away. Disheng will hire the best 

lawyer to fight her case. 

Inspector Wang thought he had heard it wrong. How could he have heard the words ” di gang “? 
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Now that he heard it again, he knew that he was not hallucinating. 

He was shocked, but at the same time, he made up his mind to solve this case beautifully. 

Zhou ruxue, you’ve already informed your husband. Please follow us back to the police station! 

“No! I don’t want to! I don’t want to, I don’t want to, I don’t want to be caught!” 

Zhou ruxue became anxious. At this moment, she completely regretted it. 

He regretted that she had poisoned Chi Yang’s chicken soup. He regretted that he didn’t think about the 

terrible consequences of poisoning her. She regretted that she didn’t think about whether treating Chi 

Yang like this would cause others to suspect her identity. He regretted that his identity had been 

exposed! She regretted that from now on, not only did she have nothing to do with the Chi family, but 

even if Nangong Nuannuan wanted to mess with her, the Chi family would no longer protect her behind 

her back! 

All these years, she knew clearly in her heart that although Chi Yang did not acknowledge her on the 

surface, when she really encountered a difficult situation, she would always be very lucky to resolve it. 

In this society, benefits were the most important. No one would help her for no reason. 

Just like now, without Chi Yang, whether it was the inspector, Nangong Nuannuan, or even PEI Jitong, 

who had been with him all day and slept with him for 17 years, they all started to hit him when he was 

down. 

At this moment, Zhou ruxue finally realized that the only reason she had the chance to live like a noble 

lady in this world was because of Chi Yang. 

However, she hated Chi Yang because of Lin Siqian. 

When she saw that Chi Yang looked 70% like Lin Siqian, she could not help but feel hatred in her heart. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2595 

2595 I am Chi Yang’s mother (2) 

That was why she had never been good to Chi Yang since she was young. 

As long as she saw Chi Yang trying to get close to her but was scolded away by her or sent away by her 

bad attitude, she would feel a sense of satisfaction when she saw his hurt and pitiful little eyes. 

Although Chi Yang had been very independent since he was young, his feelings for his family were 

deeper than other children. 

Even when Chi Yang was young, she would take him to the mall and deliberately abandon him. He would 

find his way home alone or ask the police for help to find his way home. He would never complain about 

her to the Chi family. 

Even if she was in a bad mood and hit him, he would carefully cover his wound and not let old master 

Chi find out. 
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When she was nine years old, the man she loved the most had sacrificed himself. She was completely 

disheartened and slept with PEI Jitong. Only then did Chi Yang’s attitude towards her change 

completely. 

They became unfamiliar, hateful, disgusted, and disdainful. 

But even so, no matter how much he hated her, she believed that she could live in peace for 17 years in 

the PEI family, and it was also because of Chi Yang. 

this was why zhou ruxue suddenly realized that everything she had relied on was because of chi yang. 

“Chi Yang, mom was wrong! I’ll apologize to you, okay? Can you ask them not to hold mom 

accountable? I, Yingluo, didn’t mean to add the medicine into your soup, and I didn’t want to see you 

poisoned. I made the medicine because I wanted you to think that the soup was delicious. After drinking 

it once, you’ll want to drink it a second time, a third time, and after that, you’ll want to drink my soup 

every day. This way, you will feel that your mother is useful and that you can’t leave your mother. Only 

then can our mother and son relationship be restored to normal. 

chi yang, i really know that i was wrong. yueyue, can you please ask nuannuan to not hold it against 

you? You also heard it just now, that PEI Jitong is not human! He was with his mother because he 

wanted her to help him get the Chi family’s help and the Nangong family’s investment. Now that she 

heard that I’m not your biological mother, she immediately wants to divorce me and Sue me. If I were to 

go to jail, he would never help me. Chi Yang, can you help your mother? If mom is going to jail, then 

Hanhan might as well die!” 

Chi Yang looked at Zhou ruxue, his eyes as dark as the ocean. After a long time, he said,”Then you can go 

die.” 

Zhou ruxue: 

She was just joking. 

“Zhou ruxue, let’s go!” 

This time, Lieutenant Wang didn’t give Zhou ruxue any more chances. Even commander Chi had said 

that to her, so what chance did she have to turn things around? 

“Don’t! Don’t take me away! I’m chi Yang’s mother! I’m chi Yang’s mother! Even if I’m not his mother, 

I’m still his aunt. You’re not allowed to treat me like this! you will regret this!” 

However, her words were just a few lukewarm words, and they had no effect at all. 

Suddenly, Zhou ruxue remembered the video she had on her and shut her mouth. 

now, no one would care about her life or death. even pei jitong wanted to sue her for divorce when he 

saw that she had no value. she could only rely on herself. 

Zhou ruxue wanted to use this to threaten Nangong Nuannuan. 

However, this was Nangong Nuannuan’s territory. If she said anything, Nangong Nuannuan would 

definitely shamelessly take the video away. 



Therefore, Zhou ruxue decided to wait for PEI Jitong to come and see her. After PEI Jitong arrived, she 

would tell him about the video. 
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2596 Extremely fortunate (3) 

Then, she would let PEI Jitong find a way to get her out of prison and give her a sum of money, and then 

she would hand the video to the other party. 

Zhou ruxue was taken away, and the three pots of chicken soup that she had added in a large container 

were also taken away by the police, leaving only her own people in the room. 

“Big brother chiyang, are you alright? does it hurt?” 

Nangong Nuannuan turned around and sat on the edge of the bed. She held Chi Yang’s other hand with 

one hand, and her face was full of heartache. 

Originally, big brother chiyang needed to rest after he woke up, but because of Zhou ruxue’s 

disturbance, he had to face such a huge shock. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that brother chiyang’s body was better than others, he would have probably 

fainted from the pain. 

Nangong Nuannuan couldn’t help but feel heartache when she saw her brother chiyang’s Red Heart. 

chi yang shook his head. just as he was about to speak, nangong nuannuan reached out and covered his 

mouth. 

“From now on, everything will have to wait until your injuries are slightly better. In any case, Zhou ruxue 

is in prison. I’ll send people to monitor her and won’t let her have a chance to leave. When you’re 

better, we can ask her if there’s anything we need to ask.” 

Chi Yang nodded slightly, his deep eyes filled with warmth. 

He was extremely glad that he had met such an outstanding girl! 

he was extremely glad that this girl could become his wife! 

he was extremely grateful that the girl was a miracle doctor. not only could she save his life when his 

heart was injured, but she could also detect clues in time when the other party poisoned him. she even 

ran to test the DNA directly. 

To be honest, although he felt that Zhou ruxue was disgusting, Chi Yang had never doubted her 

existence. This was because he trusted his father, and Zhou ruxue was his father’s wife. He was 

somewhat similar to Zhou ruxue. 

He had not expected his Nuannuan to be so thoughtful as to suspect something that no one else had 

ever suspected. 
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At this moment, Chi Yang was reflecting on himself. If he had investigated Zhou ruxue’s identity when he 

discovered that she was acting strangely, or if he had told his father about how she had abused him, 

perhaps his father would have become suspicious of her. 

this woman wouldn’t have been able to live in this world as a rich lady for 26 years, even though she had 

harmed his mother and caused their family to be separated before they could even reunite. 

Nangong Nuannuan could feel the uneasiness in her brother chiyang’s heart. After all, he was a person 

who placed too much importance on family. 

Therefore, she could only console him,”brother chiyang, don’t be angry.” In fact, you should be glad that 

this woman is not your biological mother. You should be glad that your biological mother is someone 

else. I believe that your biological mother must have loved you very much. Otherwise, when those 

clansmen took her away, she wouldn’t have left you behind. 

you’re her and dad’s biological child, a treasure that she exchanged her life for. However, she would 

rather leave you with father than bring you along with her. It’s equivalent to leaving a memory for 

father. This was enough to show how deep her love for her father was. So you should be happy to have 

such a mother.” 

Chi Yang knew that Nuan Nuan was trying to comfort him, but her words had indeed comforted her. 

He was already used to Zhou ruxue’s personality, and he had been feeling the pain of his mother being 

hurt by Zhou ruxue and being separated from his father for 26 years. Now that Nuannuan had 

comforted him, he instantly changed his mind from a dead end. 
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2597 to the world 4 

Yes, his mother’s name was Lin Siqian. Even though he had never seen her before, in this world, or 

rather in this universe, as long as his mother was still alive, she would miss him as much as he missed 

her. 

Her mother definitely wasn’t someone that a woman like Zhou ruxue could compare to. 

thinking of this, chi yang’s cold eyes gradually calmed down. 

“Brother chiyang, have you forgotten that Feng Luan is from that world?” 

After persuading Chi Yang to leave, Nangong Nuannuan suddenly mentioned Feng Luan. 

Not only did this make Chi Yang’s eyes light up, but it also made the eyes of the Chi and Nangong family 

light up. 

“That world of cultivation holds the key to opening this world. Although the people on our side don’t 

know how to go to that world, the people of that world know how to come to our world and then return 

from our world to that world. Otherwise, our mother wouldn’t have come here with the clansmen and 

then been taken away by them. Zhou ruxue and her mother wouldn’t have been thrown into this world 

by Grandpa after they made a mistake. Am I right?” 
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chi yang nodded. 

His heart was instantly filled with excitement. 

“Brother chiyang, calm down. Don’t get too excited! Calm down and breathe slowly, don’t take deep 

breaths. As you know, you’ve hurt your heart this time. I don’t want you to suffer from heart disease in 

the future. We still want to grow old together happily!” 

Chi Yang looked at the wedding dress on Nuan Nuan’s body and immediately began to use his special 

ability cells to regulate his breathing and calm the turbulent flow of air in his body. 

After absorbing the Jade’s energy, Chi Yang could already feel the Jade and the flow of energy in his 

body. 

Without the foreign object, his ability cells had started to recover. 

Chi Yang felt that he could already control a little of his special ability cells. So he began to guide the 

ability cells to slowly run in his body. 

After the ability cells entered the heart through the blood, they were forced out by the heart and flowed 

to the brain. After providing enough blood to the brain, it flowed to the right lung, right arm, body, leg, 

and then back to the left arm and heart. The body felt better instantly. 

However, Chi Yang also discovered that the recovery speed of his heart injury was completely 

incomparable to other injuries. 

He could also feel that the number of special ability cells in his body seemed to have decreased 

significantly. 

However, he was well aware of what he had gone through. It was already his greatest fortune that 

Nuannuan had saved him from the clutches of death. He was also very satisfied to be able to see his 

Nuannuan again. 

After Chi Yang’s breathing gradually stabilized, Nangong Nuannuan said, ” “We’ll have to get rid of Feng 

Kun sooner or later anyway. After we get rid of Feng Kun or the venomous snake, we might be able to 

go to that world and see our mother.” 

Nuan Nuan’s mouth was so sweet that she kept calling them ‘mom’ and ‘dad’. Although his father could 

no longer hear him, Chi Yang believed that his father would be very happy if he was in heaven. 

Chi Yang had woken up. Although he was so weak that his body couldn’t even take a single word, 

everyone was relieved because Nangong Nuannuan was there. 

The news of disheng’s Chairman, Nangong Nuannuan, proposing to the severely injured Flying Eagle’s 

Commander-in-Chief, Chi Yang, also spread all over the country. It even became popular in the world. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 
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2598 Flowers are rotten by pigs (1) 
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The news did not mention that Nangong Nuannuan was the chairman of disheng and Tian Heng, and 

that she was in charge of a huge amount of assets around the world. However, those who were truly in 

a high position knew Nangong Nuannuan’s identity. 

This was especially true for the big shots in the cyber nation. Almost all of them knew about Nangong 

Nuannuan’s identity. 

After all, disheng originated from cyber country, and its business was spread all over the world. It was 

one of the top three corporations in the world. 

Therefore, Nangong Nuannuan’s appearance as the real Chairman and the news of her proposal to Chi 

Yang had attracted the attention of the world’s wealthy families. 

especially the men, when they saw the goddess-like nangong nuannuan actually propose to a general of 

kamino in a wedding dress, they instantly felt like a flower had been plucked by a pig. 

They were so depressed in their hearts. They had almost come all the way to Kamino to put a gunny sack 

over Chi Yang’s head and give him a good beating. 

that was what the big shots from all over the world thought. however, the women in kamino who didn’t 

know nangong nuannuan’s identity also wanted to put a gunny sack over nangong nuannuan’s head and 

beat her up. 

even though nangong nuannuan’s feat of saving a patient with lung poisoning had already spread 

throughout kamino, that was chi yang! 

He was the Super male God in the hearts of all the women in Kamino! 

Even if they knew that Feng shengxuan, the chairman of disheng and an International Movie King, was in 

Kamino, if they were to ask who the most handsome man in Kamino was, they would definitely rank Chi 

Yang first without hesitation. 

The men of Eagle were the most admired men of Kamino, not to mention that this man was the 

Commander-in-Chief of Eagle. 

Therefore, when they saw the young lady of the Nangong family take advantage of their idol’s weakness 

and propose to him, the unmarried women felt that this young lady of the Nangong family was simply 

too scheming. 

The video of Nangong Nuannuan’s proposal instantly became popular all over the country. Although 

most people felt that the two of them were a match made in heaven because of miss Nangong’s noble 

status and the fact that she had saved so many people in the past, there were also a few people who 

criticized Nangong Nuannuan in the comments section because they were sour grapes. 

In addition, there was a wave of people deliberately stirring up the pace on Weibo, so what was 

originally a beautiful proposal turned into Nangong Nuan Nuan being a Toad lusting after a Swan’s meat. 

Later on, it was said that Nangong Nuannuan had a strong personality because she was the eldest 

daughter of the Nangong family, and Chi Yang had only gotten together with her for the sake of the two 

families ‘development. 



However, Nangong Nuannuan had never cared about these nationalistic youths and people with twisted 

views on love. What others said was their business. 

She wasn’t money, so it was impossible for everyone to like her. 

Nangong Nuannuan didn’t know that Bosnia and Herzegovina was just the prelude to a heated 

discussion. There was more waiting for her. 

However, what these people did not know was that Nangong Nuannuan was the kind of woman who 

would kill gods and Buddhas if she met them. She was already extremely powerful, and once she 

encountered any difficulties, she would be like a bug. 

Therefore, all the difficulties in front of Nangong Nuannuan were just paper tigers. 

Therefore, she didn’t care what the netizens said about her. Because … 

She was now brother chiyang’s legal and legal wife! 

Chi Yang was also very happy about this. After all, he hadn’t been browsing the internet, so he had no 

idea that the internet was talking bad about Nangong Nuannuan. 

Nangong Nuannuan had blocked out all the bad things and only allowed Chi Yang to recuperate happily 

and peacefully. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2599 

2599 Feng Ji Mian (2) 

Even when he fell asleep in the afternoon, Chi Yang would sleep with the Red Book in his hand. 

There was a time difference between Saibo and Kamino. 

When night fell, it was daytime in cyber country. 

Today, an important meeting was being held in Saibo country, and all the important senators were to 

attend. 

Among these senators, there was a woman who was extremely striking. 

Compared to the bald or big-bellied heavyweights, she was not only the richest of the Senators, but also 

the most stunning one. 

This person was Feng Jiming, Feng shengxuan’s mother. 

Originally, Feng Ji Mian would wake up at six in the morning, drink a glass of warm water on an empty 

stomach, exercise for an hour, and start eating breakfast at seven. She would also ask the servants to 

turn on the huge screen in the kitchen to learn about the news around the world. 

However, because yesterday was her wedding anniversary, she had drunk all night on the villa’s terrace 

because she missed it so much. She fell asleep on the terrace in the middle of the night and had a cold, 

so she got up a little late in the morning. 
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Feng jimian was in an unusually low mood today. The councilmen who were close to her knew that 

today was her husband’s death anniversary. If there wasn’t anything particularly important, they 

shouldn’t provoke this female devil. 

However, no one knew who Feng Ji Mian’s husband was. 

Everyone only knew that Feng Ji Mian was the head of the first class family in Saibo, the NAS family. 

Originally, she was only the child of the previous master of the nice family and a Kamino woman. 

However, because Feng jimian’s father was the next heir to the family, he couldn’t marry a Kamino 

woman with no background. So, after Feng jimian’s mother gave birth to her, she didn’t have the chance 

to be recognized by the family. 

However, when Feng Ji Mian was 16 years old, she suddenly returned. 

her father, who had long since forgotten about her, announced that he would give the position of the 

head of the household to his daughter less than a week after she returned to the nice family. 

as for the head of the family’s first wife, as well as the child she gave birth to, they all very humbly and 

courteously acknowledged feng jimian as the head of the family. 

And Feng Ji Mian was also very impressive. In just a week, not only did she settle the family head, but 

even the elders in the family all listened to her like quails. 

And it had been 30 years. 

But Feng Ji Mian didn’t disappoint the nice family. 

In the past 30 years, she had led the nice family to the peak. 

The current ness family was the world’s number one super Financial Group, the NS group. 

This was also the reason why Feng Ji Mian could become a member of Parliament. In cyber country, 

whoever had the money had the right to speak. 

In Saibo, everyone knew that the nice family had a very good relationship with disheng group, which 

was ranked third in the world. However, only the real bigwigs in Saibo knew that it wasn’t a good 

relationship at all. It was clear that the chairman of disheng group, Feng shengxuan, was Feng jimian’s 

son! Even though it was now known that Kamino’s Nangong Nuannuan was the real Chairman of 

disheng, as Nangong Nuannuan’s elder brother, the Executive Chairman, Feng shengxuan was the real 

threat to those big shots. After all, he was in charge of two super-large financial groups. 

Therefore, no one in Saibo dared to provoke Feng jimian or Feng shengxuan. Although the mother and 

son didn’t usually keep in contact, as long as they were provoked, whether it was a person or a business, 

whether it was a small company or a large corporation, they would all disappear. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2600 

2600 Igniting the explosives (3) 
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In the past, there had been some men who had taken a fancy to Feng Ji Mian’s looks and wealth and 

wanted to get her to take over the nice family. 

Who knew that these men had the intention of devouring the nice family, but they did not have the fate 

to do so. Anyone with ill intentions, let alone annexing the nice family, would end up with their own 

family annexing without exception. 

That was why Feng Ji Mian was known as Medusa in Saibo, and another name was “the group human-

shaped mopping machine.” 

In the end, even those men who clearly had feelings for Feng Ji Mian didn’t dare to pursue her. 

Feng Ji Mian walked dispiritedly into the main hall that led to the Parliament. 

The entire Hall was magnificent, and from time to time, the nobles of the Empire would pass by her. 

Many people would nod slightly at her or pay attention to her. Some had even been waiting for Feng Ji 

Mian here for a long time, wanting to talk about cooperation. 

however, at this time, feng ji mian’s two assistants in suits would stop these people and ask them about 

the cooperation and their intention. they would collect the materials in their hands and then tell them 

to wait for the professional evaluation team to evaluate. if it was a win-win situation, the nice family 

would give them a chance. 

The representatives of the top families in Saibo were all present today, and only after everyone had 

settled down did Feng Ji Mian arrive. 

When they saw Feng Ji Mian arrive, some people’s eyes flashed with mockery, but they still 

congratulated her, ” representative Feng, congratulations. 

“Congratulations!” 

“Congratulations, Chairman Feng.” 

After Feng Ji Mian sat down, she was about to sort out the meeting materials she had received 

yesterday when her hands paused. She looked at everyone, her eyes filled with obvious doubt. 

“What are you congratulating me for?” Feng Ji Mian asked in surprise. 

Everyone was taken aback. They didn’t think that Feng Ji Mian didn’t know something they all knew. 

A few of them immediately looked embarrassed. 

The other person had always been dissatisfied with the nice family, but he also knew Feng Ji Mian well 

enough to know that normal provocation, especially verbal arguments, wouldn’t cause Feng Ji Mian to 

stir up a storm of blood for revenge, so he didn’t have much to worry about. He said, if my memory 

serves me right, that miss Sunny from Lun tan is your niece, right? ” 

At the mention of Nangong Nuan Nuan, Feng Ji Mian’s brows furrowed unnoticeably. 

“What’s wrong with Sunny?” Feng Ji Mian asked. 



“Sunny, ah, that is, Nangong Nuannuan. Yesterday, she married the commander of Kamino’s Flying 

Eagles Special Forces. And it was Nangong Nuannuan who proposed to chiyang.” 

Hearing this, Feng Ji Mian took out her notebook and started searching on the internet. 

there was no need to look for them. they were the headlines of the financial news today. 

As she looked at the specially-made animation on the internet and the way Nangong Nuannuan looked 

at Chi Yang, Feng Ji Mian’s brows furrowed even more. 

She had known Nangong Nuannuan’s identity from the very beginning. She knew that the girl was just a 

mercenary that her son had taken a fancy to and used to earn money for KE. At the same time, he also 

knew that this girl was a bargaining chip in his son’s hands to deal with the Nangong and Chi families. 

Because her husband, the only man she, Feng Ji Mian, had ever loved, had been killed by the Chi family 

and Nangong Nan. She would never allow the people who killed her husband to continue living in this 

world. 

Therefore, when her son said that he wanted to kidnap the little princess of the Nangong family, she 

was absolutely in favor of it. 


